
We’ve reached a point when everyone wants to have innovation, 
but most people don’t know how. CREATE THE FUTURE: Tactics for 
Disruptive Thinking (Fast Company Press, March 10, 2020) by New York 
Times bestselling author and Trend Hunter CEO Jeremy Gutsche is a 
visionary and visually striking playbook for grabbing hold of tomorrow’s 
opportunities with disruptive innovation. 

At a time when the pressure to innovate is more intense than ever before, 
the sharp visuals, simple frameworks, and actionable takeaways of 
CREATE THE FUTURE will make any reader bolder and their path to the 
future clearer.

After the Foreword by Malcolm Gladwell, the book’s dynamically 
designed pages reveal:

• New opportunities for disruption, innovation and entrepreneurship that 
lie hidden in the latest technology trends

• Seven fatal traps that can reduce your innovation potential
• Smart techniques for identifying opportunities faster than competitors
• The 4 levels of opportunities to seek: 1) ideas; 2) clusters or consumer 

insights; 3) megatrends, and 5) patterns of opportunity
• Reasons why trend farming is as important as trend hunting
• A blueprint for how you and your brand can adapt to the “Super Future”

With specific steps like these to create real innovation and change, 
CREATE THE FUTURE will teach anyone how to think disruptively. It 
combines Gutsche’s provocative thinking with tactics that have been 
battle tested through his company’s projects with leading innovators 
like Disney, Starbucks, Amex, IBM, Adidas, Google, and NASA.

Better yet, this is a double-sided book.  Create The Future is paired 
with The Innovation Handbook, a revised edition of Jeremy’s award 
winning book, Exploiting Chaos, an Inc. Best Book for Business 
Owners and an Axiom International Book Award winner.

Jeremy Gutsche, MBA, CFA, is a New York Times bestselling author, an award-winning innovation expert, “one of the most 
sought-after keynote speakers on the planet” (The Sun Newspaper) and the CEO of Trend Hunter, the world’s #1 innovation 
website with 200,000 idea hunters and 3 billion views from 150,000,000 visitors. Prior to Trend Hunter, Jeremy grew a $1 billion 
portfolio for a bank, and today, over 600 brands and CEOs rely on his speeches including Google, Disney, Starbucks, Red Bull, 
Netflix, LEGO, Victoria Secret, Coca-Cola, IBM and Wells Fargo. He’s even helped NASA prototype the Journey to Mars.
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